1981 SENIOR ART EXHIBITION

Bennington College
JOSE ACOSTA  photography
BABETTE ALLINA  painting
JOHN JORDAN ANDERSON  photography
JACK BANKOWSKY  painting
LESLIE CAROL BERGE  painting
COLETTE BOUCHARD  painting
DAVID BRODY  painting, drawing
ALEX CAMPBELL  painting, sculpture
AMANDA DEGENE  works in paper
ALBA DE LEON  painting
DONZIA M. FRANKLIN  architecture, photography
JOSH N. GELMAN  architecture
JOSHUA GREEN  ceramics, drawing
SUSAN B. GROSSMAN  painting, drawing

TERESA LYNN HICKS  environmental architecture
ERIN HOOVER  sculpture, painting
JENNIFER ISBILL  architecture
EVE KAPLAN  painting, sculpture
PAMELA LAWTON  painting, prints
JILL MARTIN  architecture, photography
DIANA MASON  ceramics
LUCY MERRILL  painting, graphics
MEG NEWBURGER  painting, sculpture
JANINE SAMUELS  painting, lithography
JENNY SWANSON  ceramics, drawing
Gwynne M. Thomas  photography
JANE ZWEIBEL  painting, printmaking
Suzanne Lemberg Usdan Gallery
June 2 to June 13, 1981
Opening June 2, 8 p. m. to 10 p. m.

Gallery open daily, 1 to 5 p. m.